AON M2 +
High
Temperature
Industrial 

3D Printer
Open Materials, 

Infinite Applications
Print thousands of
engineering-grade
thermoplastics and composites
with the part properties needed
for end-use applications.

Repeatable,
High-Quality Results
A precision-controlled heated
printing environment provides
consistent parts and part
properties across the build
volume, across printers, and
across production runs.

Industrial 3D Printing
Made Accessible
Easy-to-use, affordable
hardware and materials backed
by expert additive
manufacturing knowledge and
support make the AON M2+
accessible for all.
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AON M2 +
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Open Material Format
Print the materials you want, from
economical to composites and newly
developed thermoplastics.
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Configurable Process
Controls
Print with pre-made print parameters  
or develop your own for new materials  
or desirable part properties.
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Remote Management
Send and manage prints from the
comfort of your desk or home,  
the AON M2+ features Ethernet  
and Wi-Fi capabilities. Wi-Fi can be
disconnected upon request.
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High-Temperature,
Composite Ready
Dual independent 500°C+ extruders with
hardened steel nozzles.
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Forced Convective Air Flow
A thermal optimized,
precision-controlled build chamber
ensures static printing temperatures
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Heated Vacuum Bed
Speed production cycle times or change
bed adhesion properties based on print
material.

Automated Mesh Leveling
Faster and improved automated leveling
provides perfect first layers with variable
print surface thickness and bed
inconsistency compensation.
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, and more.

Innovation Unlocked
Founded in 2015, AON3D is a venture capital-backed, Montrealbased additive manufacturing hardware, software, and material
company. Instead of locking down features, materials, and
software, AON3D encourages innovation with a combination of
future-proof hardware, configurable process parameters, and ondemand materials engineers, application engineers, AM
knowledge, and support.
The company’s solutions drive innovation for hundreds of
businesses in 25+ countries worldwide, ranging from small
businesses to multinational Fortune 500 corporations.

